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PREP
Shampoo and condition with
Blonde & Damaged Miracle Silk
Shampoo and Silk Conditioner.
Apply Blonde Miracle Spray
Serum and blow dry.

Apply Blonde Miracle Spray
Serum again to dry hair and
smooth through hair with hands
to lay down any loose frizzies.
Spray generously on hands to
prevent snagging hair during
the braiding process.

Step 1: Part hair to one side.

Step 4: Resume traveling

Starting from the lesser side
of the part, take a triangle
section in the front. Braid
as usual, crossing the bottom
piece over the center, then
the top over the center.

in the opposite direction
using the dropped or
cascading pieces as your
addition to the top braid
piece. Keep these slices of
hair isolated and smooth
to keep the cascade effect
intact. On most heads, you
will not waterfall a second
time but instead just French
braid regularly. When you
reach the 3" Flat, finish off
with a regular braid tail.

Step 2: Continue to braid

the bottom over the center,
then adding the top hair (like
a French braid). Create a
“cascade” or “waterfall” braid
by crossing over center and
instead of crossing the bottom
section, drop it down and add
a new small piece from below
the braid. Continue this around
the head, traveling at an angle,
crossing the Center Round.

Step 5: Place a bobby pin
on the braid tail. Twist it
toward the head and push
into a piece at the opposite
3" Flat. Add additional
pins as needed to secure.

Step 3: When you reach

the Side Flat, stop traveling
and gather hair in sections
by French braiding a few
times, moving hair back
off the face.

FINISH
Finish with Thermal Working or Finish & Hold
Hairspray, depending on the hold you need.
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